Mars Sample Return poses some of the most challenging operational activities of any potential NASA deep space mission. Rendezvous of a vehicle with a sample canister in order to return the canister to Earth requires a variety of complex mathematical processing on a changing data set, coupled with the need to safely and effectively handle a large range of off-nominal conditions and spacecraft faults. Light speed delay isolates the spacecraft from real-time operator intervention, while inertial and situational uncertainties demand reactivity not required of typical spacecraft sequencing systems. These mission features call for a new class of sequencing capability: the Reactive Rendezvous and Docking Sequencer (RRDS). RRDS melds the rule-based reactivity needed for rendezvous and docking with sequence characteristics common to more traditional missions. Rules watch for conditions in order to react to the current situation, allowing a wide range of complex activities and safety-related responses to be concisely represented without complex procedural programming. RRDS state machines react to a variety potential conditions simultaneously. More traditional sequencing capabilities are present which provide multiple threads of executing logic, allow for timed activities, and deliver detailed insight into the operational system via traditional command and telemetry interfaces. The work for RRDS was successfully completed as a NASA phase II SBIR in 2013, under contract NNX11CB29C. VML 3.0 and the RRDS constructs which run atop it are currently available as commercial products from Blue Sun Enterprises.
RRDS melds the rule-based reactivity needed for rendezvous and docking with sequence characteristics common to more traditional missions. Rules watch for conditions in order to react to the current situation, allowing a wide range of complex activities and safety-related responses to be concisely represented without complex procedural programming. More traditional sequencing capabilities are present which provide multiple threads of executing logic, allow for timed activities, and deliver exceptional insight into the operational system via traditional command and telemetry interfaces.
RRDS develops new capabilities, while refining existing technology in order to lower risk and cost of implementation. Built atop an enhanced version of Virtual Machine Language [1] , the flight-proven, award-winning [5] [6] sequencing software which sequenced the landing of Phoenix on Mars, RRDS also uses sequencing techniques developed for comet and asteroid touch-and-go sampling [7] [8] to provide sophisticated operational responses to conditions unique to deep space rendezvous and docking. These predecessor concepts are discussed below, followed by details of the RRDS implementation which built upon them.
Figure 1: Evolution from proven sequencing capabilities for EDL and AutoNav touch-andgo to the Reactive Rendezvous and Docking Sequencer (RRDS)
Rendezvous between two co-orbiting spacecraft can be achieved using a pseudo-orbit known as a "football" [15] due to its elliptical shape. RRDS uses a discrete set of football co-orbits to close in on the Orbiting Sample (OS), as shown in Figure 2 . The rendezvous sequencer depends on navigation flight software to perform the calculations necessary to derive the pair of maneuvers for moving from football to football within the designated time frame, relative to periapsis about the planet. Once typical ground operations techniques have been used to insert the spacecraft into Mars orbit and adjust its orbit to place it in a resonant orbit around the OS, permission to proceed with the rendezvous and docking is given to the spacecraft at the discretion of ground operations. The spacecraft progresses from a 2.5 km x 1.25 km orbit, then to a 1.25km x 0.625 km orbit, and finally to a 125 m x 62.5 m orbit about the OS. The final capture approach is performed using one more trajectory adjustment, the OS is snared, and docking is complete.
The implementation of RRDS assumes calls to an underlying navigation software construct which can calculate co-orbits and report these calculations for application by sequencing elements. RRDS is currently configured to work with JPL's AutoNav software as an example of a potential range of such software, but is not limited to requiring this particular software package. 
A. Phoenix entry, descent, and landing
Many of the state and transition concepts behind RRDS originated with the highly successful 2009 entry, descent, and landing (EDL) of the Phoenix spacecraft on Mars, in turn having roots in other missions [2] [3], including Spitzer [4] . State concepts proved so stable and successful that the mainline landing sequence worked the first time, and landed the vehicle in every test where external simulator components were working correctly. EDL state concepts and synchronization techniques therefore made a strong foundation on which to base RRDS.
EDL was a very demanding sequencing environment. EDL sequences had to work perfectly, the first and only time they were executed in flight. Complicating matters, EDL had to be able to accommodate a restart of the spacecraft flight software up to 900 seconds before entry, while simultaneously accommodating late changes to the anticipated atmospheric interface time, and adapting to major physical reconfigurations as portions of the vehicle were discarded. These features compelled a state-driven solution which would leave no question as to the configuration of the spacecraft at any particular instant.
During Phoenix EDL, there was no direct to earth downlink: all data was transmitted to one or two relay spacecraft, and the spacecraft reconfiguration required complex management of multiple antennas and transceivers while changing data rates and data sources. Complex communications management was one of the drivers for the multi-element implementation, utilizing signal-driven coordination between state machines. This signal-driven synchronization technique is a key feature of RRDS.
As the vehicle slowed, sequences deployed the parachute, blew off the heatshield, dropped the lander out of a backshell, and managed communications and instruments. Upon touchdown, sequences redundantly cut thrusters and initiated the landed sequence, having completed their one-way "land or die" purpose. The various terminal descent and landing steps were simplified by the state-oriented solution.
The six sequencing elements used in Phoenix EDL utilized a basic signaling mechanism to coordinate state changes between state machines. This sort of signal-driven synchronization is a key feature of RRDS, as the large number of mechanisms and activities to coordinate requires a state-driven design.
The Phoenix EDL mainline sequence used a series of one-way synchronization signals built atop the VML 2.0 condition detection system, a capability which appears in RRDS in a more user-friendly form. Figure 3 shows signals sourcing from flight software, and a signal passing between EDL state machines. Signals were transmitted ("!") or received ("?"), as shown below. A transmitted signal, like sep_cs! in mainline, caused a state transition at a receiving point, like sep_cs? in communications. This mechanism allowed complex event detection in one state machine to govern the state transitions and behavior of another. It would form the starting point for the two-way synchronization mechanism developed for TAG, and which is used in RRDS. Figure 4 has been a target of several years worth of research and technology development at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. To this end, a system called Autonomous Navigation (AutoNav) [7] [8] has been created which guides a spacecraft through the critical series of attitude changes, maneuvers, and deployments necessary to descend, contact a surface for a few seconds, collect a sample, and safely ascend. RRDS features extensions of these capabilities.
The state-driven sequencing approach proved so successful for Phoenix EDL that it served as the starting point for the even more complex TAG. The signaling mechanism was enhanced to be two-way, and formalized in an upgraded version of the sequencing flight software known as VML 2.1. This version allows the direct representation of state machines, signals, states, and transitions. Whereas EDL's fundamental philosophy was "land or die", TAG's philosophy could be summed up as "live to fight another day". The one-way nature of EDL meant that one-way synchronization mechanisms between state machines were sufficient for Phoenix: not so for TAG. The repeatable nature of TAG and the larger number of state machines necessitated a twoway synchronization mechanism whereby individual state machines would affect each other's ability to take transitions, thereby causing the individual components to act as an ensemble. Under two way synchronization, state machines perform simultaneous parallel checks on physical and software conditions in order to guarantee the safety of the spacecraft. The state machine architecture in TAG has been standardized to feature a top-level flight director, a series of managers implementing detailed actions, and a series of monitors supplying critical situational and health information. This architecture is used as the basis of RRDS, albeit with a significantly altered flight director and a new set of managers and monitors tuned to the rendezvous, docking, and capture activities.
C. Virtual Machine Language
VML is a processing language specifically tuned to the needs of spacecraft operations. It contains sufficient functionality to allow operators to implement solutions that in the past would have required expensive flight software development to achieve. The language is simple enough that it avoids most of the problem associated with typical flight software source code developed in C, C++, or Ada, while providing enough flexibility to implement elegant, straightforward operations.
VML does not run on the "bare iron" of the host microprocessor. Instead, the language is implemented as a byte code binary, and is interpreted at runtime by onboard software known as the VML Flight Component. This approach provides a safe sandbox for execution, eliminating many common problem found in flight software. VML protects the user against accidental assignment, off-the-end array access, division by zero, type coercion, missing functions, and other typical issues in software, allowing graceful recovery or an abort according to behavioral settings. The VML flight execution environment provides multiple threads of execution within one operating system task context using a data-driven construct known as a sequencing engine. VML allows an extensive set of variable types, including integers, floats, Boolean values, strings, and arrays. Arithmetic and trigonometric calculations, logical manipulations, and matrix operations are available for use. Conditionals may be used to make decisions based on local values at runtime. WHILE and FOR loops perform iteration.
Sequences exist as named functions which can accept parameters and have local variables. Functions may be packaged together into a single file loaded onto an engine in order to associate runtime behavior or to provide libraries of commonly needed services. Objects with methods package code and data together. Specialized objects called state machines provide a directly executable set of reactive actions, and can intrinsically coordinate together to perform sophisticated autonomy as an expert system. These state machines provide the key capability for implementing the cooperative components that constitute RRDS.
III. Autonomous Rendezvous and Docking for MSR
The sequencing systems described in the preceding background sections provide the basis for implementing an effective and capable Reactive Rendezvous and Docking Sequencer, an initial version of which was prototyped in Phase I of the SBIR, followed by a more capable and complete system during Phase II. The technique of using a flight director and managers has matured during the touch-and-go sampling mission research effort, and provided the fundamental architecture to be used for a rendezvous and docking mission. The resulting autonomous constructs have been shown to allow for remarkable flexibility while simultaneously constraining the system to behave in ways easily understood by developers and operators.
A. Maneuver queue
Maneuvers provided to the spacecraft must be preserved until the time to execute them comes due. These maneuvers may originate from a variety of sources, including:
-the ground operations team -onboard master sequences -reusable trajectory course correction blocks -state machines implementing the rendezvous and docking scenario with the orbiting sample These maneuvers are stored in an object called the maneuver queue. The queue is a packaged construct of data and VML code which can store a maneuver, check if a maneuver is due, remove and return a maneuver to a calling block, and reset the queue. It replaces the need for inline maneuver definitions within a procedural sequence, allowing RRDS state machines to submit maneuvers for storage and retrieval.
Each entry in the maneuver queue consists of a collection representing the desired change of velocity, and the time at which to apply the delta-v. Since the maneuvers associated with rendezvous and docking are small, impulsively burned maneuvering thrusters are sufficient to effect the changes to the spacecraft's velocity. This simplifies the data representation needed for each maneuver compared to finite burns. Maneuvers are stored in time-ordered fashion.
Since the relative halo orbit of the sample retrieval vehicle is elliptical, transitioning from one stable ellipse to the next requires two burns. The maneuver queue provides a simple means for storing and then processing the pairs of maneuvers produced on demand by the flight software. It also provides a simple means of storing orbital trim maneuvers in a time-order fashion, interleaved between the pairs of major maneuvers.
B. State machines
Specialized objects called state machines provide a directly executable set of reactive actions, and can intrinsically coordinate together to perform sophisticated autonomy as an expert system. RRDS uses state machines to react to a variety potential conditions simultaneously. These conditions are concise and simple to specify in VML. A state machine is therefore a highly organized way of constraining activities within the sequencing domain to behave as a series of states transitioning to other states based on conditions. This causes the system to behave according to tightly defined specifications, and avoids accidental violation of requirements.
VML state machines have a graphical representation very similar to that of Unified Modeling Language (UML) used in software engineering, but include the ability to synchronize transitiontaking behavior between separate state machines. This synchronization ability allows a set of state machines to coordinate their actions by design, and act together as an ensemble to accomplish a goal. Conditions can include out-of-envelope inertial behavior, hardware malfunctions, flight software errors, and ground wave-off, among others.
State changes occur when the managers take transitions. The flight director guides the behavior of the manager state machines by utilizing transitions with the same signal names as those found in the various managers (e.g. rendezvous*). The example in Figure 3 shows the simultaneous transition of the flight director, image manager, and maneuver manager in response to the rendezvous* signal.
Figure 6: Synchronous transition rendezvous* being taken simultaneously in all three state machines
The various state machines coordinate possible actions through shared signals. When all distributed preconditions guarding a set of transitions are met, the system selects the highest priority transition, causing all state machines featuring that transition to jump into new states simultaneously. The result is a system that is simple to specify, but which provides sophisticated autonomous capabilities.
RRDS is intended to compliment ground-sequenced operations during the critical but relatively short terminal rendezvous phase of the mission, when time-based control of the spacecraft is not feasible. Ground operations uses traditional sequences (ideally also written in VML, but not necessarily) to maneuver the vehicle into an orbit trailing the sample canister by two kilometers. Then RRDS is engaged. RRDS is not necessarily limited to terminal rendezvous, and can be extended to other mission phases if desired.
A wide variety of possible technologies can be supported by RRDS state machines, ranging from optical navigation to LIDAR to radio beacon navigation. Docking, soft capture of the canister, and hard capture are governed by RRDS. A wave-off capability allows the ground to stop the rendezvous. Autonomously detected abort conditions are acted upon by RRDS to terminate the rendezvous, docking, or capture, and separate the vehicle and canister to safe distances so that ground operations may analyze any anomalies before granting permission for another attempt. The separation maneuvers are constrained by ground-specified parameters in order to allow another attempt in short order, minimizing propellant expenditure.
C. Flight director
The flight director shown in Figure 7 presides over the managers and provides a top-level control point for the entire RRDS system. The flight director responds to ground operations directives, monitored conditions, data settings, and its own internal logic to guide the rendezvous, docking, and sample capture. The flight director is also able to initiate an escape in a self-contained fashion, should physical and/or software conditions mandating such an abort present themselves.
The flight director embodies a simple means for understanding the behavior of the system at a high level. Use of descriptive names for the states (e.g. holding, approaching, withdrawing) allow the operations team and non-operations experts to easily grasp the current activity being undertaken, and possible adjacent activities able to be reached from the current activity.
This state-based concept is typically used for purely documentary purposes when deriving operational concepts. VML state machines allow the conops document to have a direct analog in the sequencing domain, reducing the risk of implementation error and speeding the development process. The flight director, and all other state machines in the system, directly telemeter their current state for examination on the ground. This allows a quick and simple representation of the status of the system to be understood by experts and non-experts alike.
D. Managers and Monitors
Responsibility for commanding elements aboard the spacecraft is divided among state machines called managers, considerably simplifying each one when compared to a procedural approach. Underlying flight software for navigation, thruster allocation, inertial checking, attitude estimation and control, contact detection, docking mechanisms, and the like receive direction from the managers. This mediated control causes the system to reactively operate in modes with proper ordering of activities. Reactive operations are represented precisely by states and transitions defining the managers, and do not require use of explicitly timed activities. Sample managers (sans transition preconditions) are shown in Figure 8 . Monitors act as data-fusion elements. They are VML blocks or state machines responsible for performing checks on telemetry readings representing the state of the spacecraft and raising cautionary or warning flags in response to changes in those readings. Monitors are used to track the range to the OS, compliance of the spacecraft with the intended inertial state after attitude adjustments and burns, and the like. Monitors may take the form of state machines in order to coordinate with the flight director and managers, a useful feature if the behavior of the monitor is dependent on the overall state of the system. They may also be implemented as simple standalone blocks which periodically perform checks in response to telemetry changes, then write predetermined health values to global variables which appear in the guards of the managers and flight director.
One key use of monitors is to detect the overall health of the spacecraft during an attempt to perform the rendezvous. Cautionary or alert conditions cause conditions to be set which stimulate a holding behavior or even withdrawal for safety reason, orchestrated by the flight director. Value range violations, the required persistence over time of conditions, the applicability of ranges, and so forth can be coded into the monitor, thereby centralizing and isolating the design of the condition derivation. The health condition is written into a global variable for visibility within state machine conditions and spacecraft telemetry.
IV. Advantages of VML with RRDS for Mars Sample Return
The advantages of a sequenced-based approach to rendezvous and docking compared to a flight software implementation are explored here. Five distinct advantages are apparent.
A. Visibility
One major issue in using flight software for operating a spacecraft is the difficulty of providing adequate visibility into the behavior of the software during critical operations. A sequence-based approach provides excellent visibility into the behavior of the system by telemetering global variable values and the names of active states, as well as the commands being issues as a result of the logic in the state machine VML code.
B. Operational coherence
Since the operational control of the system for rendezvous and docking occurs within the sequencing domain, it is coherent with procedural sequencing that also occurs on the spacecraft. The tools and processes that produce ordinary master sequences and blocks can easily be adapted to also produce the binary files of the state machines and objects for uplink to the spacecraft. If desired, specialized blocks or master sequences can directly interact with the RRDS system in order to initiate its activities.
C. Modality
The rendezvous phase of a sample return mission would be relatively short -likely on the order of part of a day. RRDS use can be fit neatly between other sequenced activities, including orbital modifications designed by the ground and sample securing activities run immediately after rendezvous is completed successfully. The flight director can signal rendezvous completion to allow other sequence elements to take over at the appropriate time.
D. Simple modifiable behavior
Should the spacecraft require alterations to the rendezvous state machines, new state machine files can be placed onboard to supersede those already present with no need to patch software. In cases where no logical changes are necessary, but programmable parameters like ranges need to be modified, sequencing global variables containing guiding control values can be modified from the ground via spacecraft command. The ground can also perform nominal interactions via sequence global variables, including ground permissions to proceed or ground-directed abort.
E. Extensibility
The state machine ensemble is inherently extensible, without any need to modify the existing components. Simple state machines with specific new responsibilities (e.g. illumination, camera control, communications management) could be added to coordinate with existing elements without modifying those elements, due to the synchronization mechanism of shared named transition and local condition checking.
V. Conclusions
RRDS places rendezvous and docking directly under the control of sequencing. It executes atop the state machine and object capabilities of VML 3.0 in order to provide reactive behavior during the rendezvous and docking process. This reactive behavior allows the system to respond to both nominal and off-nominal situations, while simultaneously fitting in with other sequenced activities and the processes for producing them.
